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An effective procedure was demonstrated to arrange spherical micro-beads into ordered, long, line-shape
arrays by means of “micromolding in capillaries” in soft lithography. Polystyrene (PS) micro-beads with 2-3
mm of diameter were used as units and arranged by molding in continuous micro-channels formed by the
conformal contact between a glass substrate and an elastomeric stamp with micrometer-scale line patterns
on the surface. An aqueous emulsion of PS micro-beads filled these channels by capillary action and was
allowed to solidify. The stamp was then removed. The PS micro-beads could be assembled into a string
of long line-shape arrays, and the strings were then joined by heating them to their softening temperature.
In order to separate the PS micro-bead string from the substrate, the glass was covered with a thin layer
of Al or polymethyl methacrylate. After the Al layer was dissolved, the string of PS micro-beads would
be released. A string of micrometer scale PS beads can be used as a simple and direct “model” of a real
macromolecular chain. It is hopeful to show an analogue with the condensed process of real macromolecules
in a mesoscopic scale using the “string of PS micro-beads”.
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Today, thanks to soft lithography, techniques have already been provided which “magnify” the macromolecular chain [5,6]. Thus a mesoscopic model can be built,
i.e. a string of micro-beads of micrometer scale can be
linked together artificially to form a “macromolecular
chain”, which analogizes a real macromolecular chain
in mesoscopic scale. Therefore it will be easy to understand how those strings of micro-beads combine together, and to know how they are related. The condensed process of real macromolecules could be analogized in mesoscopic scale. In fact, it has been reported
recently that DNA segments were analogized in millimeter scale, which should be a kind of analogue in
mesoscopic scale as well [7].

I. INTRODUCTION

Polymer in a condensed state is an important kind
of soft matter, and one of the fundamental problems
in polymer physics. Because of the interest level and
increased attention being given to the problem, we believe a breakthrough in the field of condensed physics
is imminent [1]. The basic research focusing on macromolecular condensed physics is investigating how the
macromolecular chains bond together to form macroscopic and real-life matters, and their physical and mechanical properties etc. These areas are key if we are
to understand the nature of polymers.
Due to the chaotic arrangement of macromolecular chains, it is difficult to study the macromolecular
condensed state. Many famous polymer physicists attempted such studies by means of simple and indirect
physical analysis methods. For example, Flory verified that a macromolecular chain in its amorphous bulk
behaves as a random coil according to Gauss functions
through experiments with neutron scattering, which are
able to “find” the deuterium-labeled macromolecules
[2]. Qian introduced a new concept of “cohesional entanglement” in an amorphous polymer through local
interaction of neighboring chain segments [3,4].
In this paper, a new perspective on the study of condensed state of polymers was introduced, i.e. artificially
magnifying macromolecular chains, so that it is possible
to “see” them directly by means of optical microscopy.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A. Material

The elastomeric stamp used was made of organic silicon rubber of polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS (Sylgard
184, Dow Chemistry Company). A silicon template
was produced with a pattern of micro-lines of varying width and depth by normal photolithography by
the No.13 Institute, Chinese Electronic Group. Two
templates of micro-lines, one with a width of 12 µm
and a depth of 4 µm, and the other with a width
of 25 µm and a depth of 8 µm, were used. Monodispersed polystyrene (PS) micro-beads, with diameter of 2.060±0.024 and 3.1556±0.0890 µm, in an aqueous emulsion were purchased from Polysciences Company. The fraction of beads was 2.63% by weight, and
the emulsion was diluted before use. Photographs of
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FIG. 1 Schematic illustration of arrangement of PS micro-beads by means of MIMIC

micro-lines and micro-patterns were taken by optical
microscope of GALEM/CTV, the Nanjing Chiang-Nan
electro-light Group Company and metallographic microscope of NJF-1Ningbo Yongxin Optical Companywith CCD equipment. The substrate used was normal
microscopic cover-glass plate.

“macromolecular chain” in mesoscopic scale. After the
Al or PMMA thin layer was dissolved, the PS microbead chains could be seperated from the glass substrate
by ultrasonic vibration.

B. Preparation of the PDMS stamp

A. MIMIC and a string of PS micro-beads

According to the prescription for Sylgard 184, the
prepolymer A was homogeneously mixed with the
crosslinking agent B at a ratio of 10:1 by weight. The
mixture was then cast on templates patterned with
micro-lines on them, and cured at 60 ◦ C for 4 h [8].
Finally the elastomeric stamp of PDMS, with accurate
replication of micro-lines, was gently removed from the
template. In order to make this procedure easier, it
is necessary to coat the template with a layer of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) prior to application of the
polymer.

The speed and depth of emulsion entering into microchannels were related with interfacial tension and viscosity of the emulsion in the process of MIMIC [9]. If the
tension and viscosity of the emulsion were low enough,
the emulsion would enter into the micro-channels more
quickly and deeper.
The arrangement of PS micro-beads was also related
with concentration of beads in emulsion. If the concentration was too low, the number of PS micro-beads
would be small, resulting in a short string of PS microbeads. On the other hand, if the concentration was
high, too many micro-beads would enter into the microchannel, resulting in normal pattern of dense packing in
MIMIC [9]. It was necessary to find the suitable emulsion concentration in order to produce long strings of
PS micro-beads, and it was determined to be 0.266%
(Solid-latex).
The temperature had significant influence on the
micro-beads arrangement compared to other factors.
When the temperature was lower, the water’s spread
and evaporation was slower, which would favor the arrangement of micro-beads. However, if the temperature
was too low, any small lacuna in the channel would impede movement of the micro-beads. On the other hand,
when the temperature was too high, the water evaporated too fast, causing the micro-beads to loose their
mobility too soon to be arranged into chains. It was
found that 20 ◦ C would be a suitable temperature.
Different diameter in micro-bead resulted in different patterns of micro-beads, as well. Large diameter of
micro-beads were less susceptible to the capillary force
in the channel, and the beads would not easily arrange
themselves into a string. The suitable diameter would
be 2-3 µm.
As long as the above factors were tightly controlled

C. Ordered arrangement of a string of PS micro-beads by
means of MIMIC

The two terminal ends of the elastomeric stamp were
cut off in the perpendicular direction to micro-lines,
thus every micro-line had an opening at each end. Numerous long micro-channels formed between the elastomeric stamp and glass substrate when the surface of
the PDMS stamp contacted the glass substrate. Typically, the glass substrate was covered with a thin layer of
Al or polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). A 5 µL drop
of PS micro-bead dilute aqueous emulsion was added at
the ends of micro-channels. Then the entire apparatus
was left undisturbed at room temperature for 10 h. After the water in the emulsion evaporated and the stamp
was gently removed, a string of PS micro-beads was left
on the glass substrate (Fig.1).
D. Freestanding macromolecular chains

The glass substrate with a string of PS micro-beads
on it, was heated to the softening temperature of the
PS micro-beads. The beads began stick and form a

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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in the course of MIMIC, one of soft lithography techniques, a faultless string of micro-beads could be obtained. Figure 2 is the micrograph image of two strings
of PS micro-beads on a glass.
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dissolve the thin Al layer firstly, then separated the
micro-bead chains from the glass substrate by ultrasonic vibration. Finally the tightly coupled chains, of
multiple micro-beads, would be left freestanding.
One problem in particular, with the process, was the
breakage in the micro-bead chains. To date, the longest
chain we have been able to fabricate contained only 11
micro-beads (see Fig.4). Such length is not sufficient
to analogize a real macromolecular chain. It appears
necessary to search for more suitable experimental conditions, or perhaps to find new experimental techniques.

FIG. 2 Image of two strings of 2 µm PS micro-beads on
glass substrate using 25 µm width and 8 µm depth elastic
stamp by means of MIMIC.
B. String of micro-beads in a freestanding state

In order to separate the string of micro-beads from
the glass substrate and obtain a freestanding string of
micro-beads, the glass was covered with ∼1 µm thin
layer of Al or PMMA before MIMIC. Then the PS
micro-beads were arranged in an orderly pattern on the
covered glass substrate by means of MIMIC. Figure 3
showed the ordered PS micro-beads in lines formed on
a glass substrate with a thin Al layer on it.

FIG. 4 Some orderly-arranged micro-beads (analogue of
“rigid chains”) in a freestanding state.

Obviously, the PS micro-bead chains produced by our
method were rigid, which is unpopular in polymer science. To analogue flexible macromolecular chains with
some degree of internal rotating freedom, it is necessary
to find improved means for both arranging and linking
them together. We are continuing our work, in search
of better methods
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FIG. 3 The ordered PS micro-beads lines formed on a glass
substrate with an Al thin layer on it.

As polystyrene is a thermoplastic, strings of
polystyrene micro-beads would stick together forming
micro-bead chains when the temperature is above its
softening temperature. Here, it is important to choose
the suitable heating temperature and duration, because
the micro-beads are small. If the temperature is too
high (compared to the softening temperature of PS) the
micro-beads will deform or even melt. Whereas, if the
temperature is not high enough, the PS micro-beads
will not stick together at all. The suitable temperature range is quite narrow. Our experiments indicated
that the ideal temperature range was 98-100 ◦ C, with
a duration of 15 min.
Now the micro-bead chains were still on the Alcovered glass substrate. We used hydrochloric acid to
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